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Abstract

This paper reports and discusses the effects of orientation on the cyclic deformation behavior of typical face-centered cubic (fcc) cop-
per, nickel and silver single crystals, including the cyclic stress–strain (CSS) curves and dislocation configurations. Firstly, the CSS curves
of silver single crystals of different orientations showed a clear plateau region over the strain range cpl ¼ 8:0� 10�5–7:0� 10�3, however,
there were two saturation shear stresses of 18–21 and 25–26 MPa, corresponding to the lower and upper plateau, respectively. After that,
the dislocation configurations from differently oriented silver single crystals are well summarized as follows: (1) persistent slip band (PSB)
ladders or walls appear in ½�239�, [0 1 1] and ½�459� silver single crystals; (2) a labyrinth is the main dislocation structure in the ½�1818� silver
single crystal at high strain amplitudes; (3) vein and cell structures form in the ½�233� silver single crystal at low and high strain ampli-
tudes, respectively; (4) interaction between the primary and secondary PSBs arises in the ½�1414� silver single crystal. Finally, combined
with the results of copper and nickel single crystals, it can be concluded that the effects of orientation on the cyclic deformation behavior
of these three kinds of single crystals follow a general principle. That is the orientation-dependent dislocation configuration can be
divided into three regions in the stereographic triangle, including the central, [0 0 1] and ½�111� regions.
� 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that one of the most important contri-
butions in the cyclic deformation behavior of face-centered
cubic (fcc) single crystals is the establishment of cyclic
stress–strain (CSS) curve in single slip copper single crys-
tals [1]. Mughrabi found that the CSS curve of copper sin-
gle crystals at room temperature showed a clear plateau
behavior with a plateau saturation stress of �28 MPa over
a wide range of plastic strain amplitudes from 6:0� 10�5 to
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7:5� 10�3. In region A, with cpl � 6:0� 10�5, a vein struc-
ture is commonly seen. In plateau region B the plastic
strain is mainly localized in narrow persistent slip bands
(PSBs). In region C, with cpl � 7:5� 10�3, the correspond-
ing dislocation structure is composed of a labyrinth or cell.
A two phase (PSBs and matrix) model was proposed to
explain the distribution of plastic strain amplitude within
PSBs and the matrix in fatigued copper single crystals [2,3].

Based on extensive experimental data from Mughrabi
[1], Jin and Winter [4,5], Li et al. [6–9] and Gong et al.
[10–12], Li et al. [13,14] summarized the plateau in the
CSS curves of copper single crystals of different orienta-
tions. As shown in Fig. 1a, the CSS curves show significant
differences with variations in orientation, which can be
rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. CSS curves and dislocation configurations of copper single crystals with different orientations [13,14]. Note: Fig. 1b is drawn from extensive
research [4–17].
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specially introduced as follows: (1) a similar saturation pla-
teau behavior is apparent for single, conjugate double and
[0 1 1] multiple slip oriented copper single crystals; (2) co-
planar double, critical double and [0 0 1] multiple slip ori-
ented copper single crystals have higher CSS curves with-
out plateau regions. The crystal orientations are usually
summarized in the stereographic triangle. Different orienta-
tions have different slip systems. Firstly, for single slip ori-
ented fcc single crystals the slip system should be
ð111Þ½�101�. Secondly, conjugate double slip systems
include both ð111Þ½�101� and ð�1�11Þ½0 11�, co-planar double
slip both ð111Þ½�101� and ð111Þ½�110�, and critical double
slip both ð111Þ½�101� and ð�111Þ½101�. Finally, [0 1 1],
½�111� and [0 0 1] multiple slip oriented fcc single crystals
have four, six and eight slip systems, respectively. Based
on previous research [4–17], the dislocation configurations
of copper single crystals with different orientations are
illustrated in Fig. 1b. The classical PSB ladder structure
appears in copper single crystals with single, conjugate
double and [0 1 1] multiple slip orientations. As the orien-
tations of copper single crystals change from [0 1 1] to
[0 0 1] in the stereographic triangle the corresponding dislo-
cation patterns vary from PSB ladders to a labyrinth struc-
ture. When the orientation changes from [0 1 1] to ½�111�
PSB ladders will be gradually converted into a cell-like
structure.

Orientation has a similar influence on the cyclic defor-
mation behavior of nickel single crystals. Results from
Fig. 2. CSS curves and dislocation configurations of nickel single
Bretschneider et al. [18] show that the CSS curve of nickel
single crystals oriented for single slip is consistent with
those of copper single crystals, apart from a higher satura-
tion resolved shear stress (�50 MPa). Based on a compar-
ison with the results of Bretschneider et al. [18] and Kahle
[19], Buque et al. [20,21] systematically summarized the
CSS curves and the classical dislocation configurations of
nickel single crystals of different orientations. As shown
in Fig. 2, there are also apparent plateau regions and clas-
sical PSB ladders in ½�149� and [0 1 1] nickel single crystals.
However, a labyrinth structure appears in [ 0 01] nickel sin-
gle crystals and a PSB wall structure forms in ½�111� nickel
single crystals. As the orientation changes from ½�149� or
[0 1 1] to [0 0 1] or ½�111� the CSS curve of nickel single crys-
tals shows a continuous elevation and inclination, as a rule.

Systematic research has made it clear that the effect of
orientation on the cyclic deformation behavior of copper
and nickel single crystals is very similar. In addition, cop-
per and nickel single crystals with the same orientation
show a number of similar features, including CSS curves
and dislocation patterns. Thus it would be interesting to
determine how cyclic deformation behavior depends on
orientation in the case of silver single crystals, another
fcc metal. In previous works [22,23] some similarities in
cyclic deformation behavior between copper and silver sin-
gle crystals have been confirmed. The purpose of this study
was to systematically summarize the cyclic deformation
behavior of silver single crystals of different orientations
crystals with different orientations. Courtesy of Buque [20,21].



Table 1
Fatigue testing conditions and data for silver single crystals with different
orientations.

Orientation Specimen
no.

cpl Cyclic
no.

ss

(MPa)
Investigators

½�233� 1 1.35 � 10�4 20,000 24.5 Li et al. [22]
2 6.7 � 10�4 10,000 25.4
3 1.35 � 10�3 5000 23.3
4 2.7 � 10�3 4000 27.2
5 8.1 � 10�3 2000 32

½�239� 1 2.1 � 10�3 20,000 17.9 Li et al. [23]
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and compare them with those of copper and nickel single
crystals in order to obtain general principles concerning
the effects of orientation on the cyclic deformation behav-
ior of various fcc single crystals. Although the stacking
fault energies (SFEs) of silver, copper and nickel are 16,
40 and 128 mJ m�2 [24], respectively, the three metals are
similar so far as they all exhibit so-called wavy slip, indicat-
ing that cross-slip occurs easily.

2. Experimental procedures

To investigate the effect of orientation on the cyclic
deformation behavior of silver single crystals bulk single
crystal plates were firstly grown from electrolytic sliver of
99.999% purity by the Bridgman method. Secondly, fatigue
specimens of 7 � 5 � 16 mm gauge section and 54 mm
total length were made using an electrospark cutting
machine.

The crystal orientations of these specimens were deter-
mined by the electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD)
technique in a Cambridge S360 scanning electron micro-
scope. All orientations of silver single crystals are illus-
trated in the stereographic triangle in Fig. 3. Cyclic
deformation was performed in symmetric push–pull load-
ing at room temperature in air using a Shimadzu servo-
hydraulic testing machine. A triangular waveform signal
with a frequency of 0.5 Hz was used for total strain control
with the limitation of plastic strain. Plastic strain resolution
and control precision were better than 10�5. The peak
loads in tension and compression and the hysteresis loops
were recorded by computer automatically until cyclic satu-
ration. After the fatigue tests all the fatigued specimens
were carefully electro-polished and subsequently the dislo-
cation configurations beneath the surface were carefully
observed by the electron channeling contrast (ECC) tech-
nique in a Cambridge S360 scanning electron microscope.
Such ECC images are similar in appearance to transmis-
sion electron micrographs, albeit with a lower image reso-
lution [25–28]. However, the ECC technique has the great
Fig. 3. Stereographic triangle showing the orientations of loading axis for
silver single crystals in this paper. Open circles, single slip orientation with
a Schmid factor X ¼ 0:5 [34,35]; filled circles, ½�233� and ½�239� [22,23].
advantage of observation of fatigued dislocation patterns
over a larger area, especially near grain boundaries, defor-
mation bands or fatigue cracks [29–32].

3. Experimental results

For better comparison, Table 1 gives a survey of the
specimens and the experiments performed, including the
resolved shear stresses ss in saturation, the number of
cycles N and the applied resolved shear strains cpl. The
sample number corresponds to the plastic shear strain
amplitude and the corresponding cycles. In Table 1 the
selected orientations of the silver single crystals include
½�4 59�, ½�18 18�, ½�1 414� and [0 1 1]. In addition, data for
½�2 33� and ½�23 9� crystals in our previous studies [22,23]
are also included. In this paper we will first compare the
CSS curves of copper, nickel and silver single crystals with
different orientations. Then the dislocation configurations
of silver single crystals with the orientations listed above
are compared. Finally, the effects of orientation on the
CSS curves and dislocation configurations of copper,
nickel and silver single crystals are discussed.

3.1. Cyclic hardening and saturation behavior

Several groups of cyclic hardening curves of silver sin-
gle crystals with different orientations are shown in Fig. 4,
½�459� 1 1.15 � 10�3 50,000 21.01 Present
results

2 2.3 � 10�3 20,000 21.31
3 3.45 � 10�3 15,000 22.71
4 4.6 � 10�3 2500 24.53

½�1818� 1 1.0 � 10�3 50,000 21.16
2 2.0 � 10�3 20,000 21.2
3 4.0 � 10�3 10,000 24.5
4 8.0 � 10�3 8000 25.4

½�1414� 1 1.0 � 10�4 50,000 23.2
2 1.5 � 10�4 40,000 25.2
3 5.0 � 10�4 20,000 26.6
4 1.0 � 10�3 10,000 26.6
5 2.0 � 10�3 4000 26.5
6 4.0 � 10�3 3000 26.65
7 8.0 � 10�3 2000 28.6

[0 1 1] 1 1.5 � 10�4 40,000 19
2 6.1 � 10�4 20,000 19.4
3 3.7 � 10�3 10,000 20.7



Fig. 4. Cyclic hardening curves of differently oriented silver single crystals at different strain amplitudes: (a) ½�1414� silver single crystals; (b) ½�233� silver
single crystals; (c) ½�459� silver single crystals and (d) ½�1818� silver single crystals.

Fig. 5. CSS curves of differently oriented silver single crystals. The CSS
curve data for silver single crystals with a Schmid factor X ¼ 0:5 are from
unpublished work [35]. Courtesy of H. Mughrabi.
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where the plotted resolved shear stresses are the mean val-
ues of the peak stresses in tension and compression [1].
Fig. 4 shows that no matter what the orientation, cyclic
hardening was most pronounced in the early stages of
cyclic deformation. After comparing the cyclic hardening
curves of differently oriented silver single crystals the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn. (1) Under lower strain
amplitudes (cpl � 1:5� 10�3) the shear stress increased
slowly with increasing cyclic number, finally developing
a saturation state. As cpl increased and exceeded
2:0� 10�3, the hardening curves generally exhibited a
clear stress overshoot and even secondary cyclic harden-
ing could appear in ½�1 818� silver single crystals. (2) Com-
bined with the data in Table 1, the conclusion can be
drawn that at the same strain amplitude the saturation
resolved shear stresses of ½�14 14� and ½�233� silver single
crystals are equivalent. Compared with them, the satura-
tion shear stresses of ½�459� and ½�1818� silver single crys-
tals are obviously less than those of ½�1414� and ½�233�
silver single crystals.

3.2. Cyclic stress–strain (CSS) curves

It is well known that for single slip oriented copper sin-
gle crystals the saturation plateau stress of the CSS curve is
in the range 28–30 MPa [1–3,33]. For single slip oriented
nickel single crystals the saturation shear stress in region
B is �50–52 MPa [18,34] (see Fig. 2). Thus, it would be
interesting to determine whether there is a similar plateau
region in silver single crystals and, if so, what is the corre-
sponding saturation shear stress?
As shown in Fig. 5, the CSS curves were obtained by
plotting all the obtained saturation stresses ss as a function
of cpl, including the data from Mughrabi et al. [34,35]. For
differently oriented silver single crystals it seems that all the
data can be plotted as two curves with clear plateaux. One
of the two plateaux is composed of data for ½�1414� and
½�23 3� silver single crystals. The other plateau consists of
the data for the orientations ½�239�, ½�459�, ½�1818� and
[0 1 1], in combination with the CSS curve for the single
slip oriented silver single crystals with a Schmid factor of
X ¼ 0:5 [34,35]. Fig. 5 shows that the effect of orientation
on the plateau stresses of silver single crystals is obvious.
On the other hand, especially in the latter plateau, up to
a shear strain amplitude of �1:0� 10�3 the saturation
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stresses are somewhat lower than at higher amplitudes.
Therefore, it should be emphasized that the saturation
stresses corresponding to the two plateaux are 18–21 and
25–26 MPa, respectively. Based on formation of the pla-
teau, the CSS curves of silver single crystals can be divided
into three regions: region A, cpl � 8:0� 10�5; region B,
8:0� 10�5 � cpl � 7:0� 10�3; region C, cpl � 7:0� 10�3.
Similar to copper and nickel single crystals [1,18], the satu-
ration shear stress ss increased with increasing cpl in regions
A and C at low and high strain amplitudes, respectively. In
the intermediate region B the CSS curve exhibits an
extended plateau.

Finally, the CSS curves of fcc single crystals with single
slip orientations, including copper, nickel and silver, are
presented in Fig. 6. It can be concluded that the CSS curves
of these three fcc single crystals with medium SFE, includ-
ing copper, nickel and silver, often have three regions A, B
and C. The three curves become gradually narrower from
nickel to copper to silver and the corresponding plateau
stresses become smaller in turn, from 50–52 to 28–30 to
18–21 MPa. In 1979 Mughrabi et al. [34] summarized the
plateau stresses of the three metals and found that the char-
acteristic thresholds for the formation of a PSB ladder
structure at room temperature, expressed as ss=G, had a
very similar value of 6:5� 10�4 for the three kinds of single
crystals, which is worth considering.

3.3. Typical dislocation patterns of silver single crystals with

different orientations

3.3.1. Single slip orientations: ½�239� and ½�4 59�
Fig. 7 shows the surface slip morphologies and the cor-

responding typical dislocation patterns of ½�239� silver sin-
gle crystals at different magnifications. In Fig. 7a the slip
bands (SBs) are distributed homogeneously in the specimen
surface. Meanwhile, classical PSB ladders appear in ½�23 9�
silver single crystals (see Fig. 7b), which correspond well
with the surface SBs. At higher magnification the composi-
tion of the PSB ladder structure can be confirmed, called a
Fig. 6. CSS curves and their three regions of three fcc single crystals with a
medium SFE, including copper, nickel and silver. The CSS curve data for
silver single crystals are from present work and unpublished work [35].
Courtesy of H. Mughrabi.
rung [36]. In fact, it is clear that each PSB ladder is com-
posed of a number of rungs with an equal interval distribu-
tion (see Fig. 7d). The first type of classical dislocation
patterns, the PSB ladder, has been found in silver single
crystals. Are the other dislocation configurations present?

Fig. 8 presents a PSB wall structure in ½�459� silver single
crystals. PSB walls are also one of the classical dislocation
configurations in fatigued copper and nickel single crystals
[20,31]. These walls are approximately perpendicular to the
primary Burgers vector and to the primary slip plane and
they lie approximately on the ð�101Þ plane. Figs. 7 and 8
show that in the plateau region of silver single crystals with
a single slip orientation the plastic strain is still mainly
localized in narrow PSBs, composed of PSB ladders or
PSB walls, as it is in copper and nickel single crystals with
a single slip orientation.

3.3.2. Double slip orientations: ½�1818�, ½�1414� and ½�233�
The dislocation configurations of single slip oriented sil-

ver single crystals have been described above. Here, the
typical dislocation patterns of double- slip or near double
slip oriented silver single crystals will be introduced. First,
½�1 818� silver single crystals will be considered. As shown in
Fig. 9, changes in dislocation configuration can be clearly
observed with increasing strain amplitude. When
cpl ¼ 1:0� 10�3 a PSB ladder structure started to appear.
However, most PSB ladders only became clear at a strain
amplitude of cpl ¼ 2:0� 10�3 (see Fig. 9b). As the strain
amplitude increased to 4:0� 10�3 PSB ladders correspond-
ing to secondary SBs also appeared in the specimen sur-
face, with two sets of PSB ladders interlaced with each
other. On further increasing the strain amplitude to
8:0� 10�3 the dislocation patterns became dominated by
a labyrinth structure. The effect of strain amplitude on
the dislocation configurations in ½�1818� silver single crys-
tals can be understood as that for single slip oriented cop-
per single crystals [37]. Thus, although the orientation of
½�1 818� silver single crystals is closer to critical double slip
ones, they behave like single slip oriented ones.

The influence of the number of cycles on dislocation
configuration was primarily studied for ½�1 414� silver single
crystals. Fig. 10 shows that interactions between primary
and secondary PSB ladders still play an important role dur-
ing cyclic deformation although the primary and secondary
PSB ladders have their respective regions (see Fig. 10d).
Meanwhile, it was found that with increasing cycle number
the proportion between primary and secondary PSB
regions gradually changed from a structure dominated by
primary PSB regions to a structure with an equal propor-
tion of primary and secondary ones. ½�2 33� silver single
crystals have a co-planar double slip orientation. In previ-
ous research on ½�233� copper single crystals Li et al. [6,14]
found that its CSS curve showed a quasi-plateau and the
saturation stress did not increase remarkably with increas-
ing cpl in the range 3:0� 10�4–2:3� 10�3. The correspond-
ing saturation stress was 4–5 MPa higher than that of
single slip oriented copper single crystals (see Fig. 1a).



Fig. 7. Surface slip morphologies and dislocation patterns of ½�239� silver single crystals at a plastic strain amplitude of cpl ¼ 2:1� 10�3: (a and c) surface
slip morphologies; (b and d) PSB ladder structures. Viewed from ð1�21Þ.

Fig. 8. Dislocation patterns of ½�459� silver single crystals under different magnifications at a plastic strain amplitude of cpl ¼ 4:6� 10�3: (a) PSBs and (b)
PSB wall structure. Viewed from ð1�11Þ.
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From Fig. 1b it can be found that the dislocation configu-
rations of ½�2 33� copper single crystals are dominated by a
cell structure. Likewise, a cell structure also appears in
fatigued ½�233� silver single crystals. As shown in Fig. 11a,
for ½�233� silver single crystals at low strain amplitude a dis-
location vein microstructure can be clearly seen. With
increasing cpl the specimen surface consists entirely of cell
structure (see Fig. 11b), which further demonstrates that
orientation must play an important role in the cyclic defor-
mation behavior of silver single crystals.

3.3.3. Multiple slip orientation: [0 1 1]

The multiple slip orientations have their own features.
Here we will mainly deal with [0 1 1] multiple slip oriented
silver single crystals. Li et al. [9] and Buque [20] systemat-
ically summarized the cyclic deformation behavior of
[0 1 1] copper and nickel single crystals, respectively. Com-
paring the results in Figs. 1 and 2, it is interesting to note
that the CSS curves of [0 1 1] single crystals, of both copper
and nickel, are approximately in accordance with those of
single slip oriented ones. On the other hand, the classical
PSB ladder structure also appears in both copper and
nickel [0 1 1] single crystals. Thus it will be interesting to
see how [0 1 1] silver single crystals behave.

Fig. 12 presents typical dislocation patterns for [0 1 1]
silver single crystals at a plastic strain amplitude of
cpl ¼ 6:1� 10�4. It can be seen that PSB wall and PSB lad-
der structures appear simultaneously in the specimen. As
shown in Fig. 12a, regular dislocation walls form within
DBs. Similar configurations also appear in copper and
nickel single crystals [20,31]. Zhang et al. [31] defined these
DBs with parallel dislocation walls as well-developed DBs.
The wall structure in [0 1 1] silver single crystals is different
from that in ½�459� silver single crystals. Compared with
Fig. 8, it can be seen that the wall structure in [0 1 1] silver
single crystals is mainly located in DBs, with a two phase
structure composed of PSBs and veins on both sides of
the DBs. However, the PSB wall structure in ½�4 59� silver
single crystals is not located in DBs. The walls themselves
correspond to SBs, thus there is only vein structure on both



Fig. 9. Dislocation structures of ½�1818� silver single crystals at different plastic strain amplitudes: (a) cpl ¼ 1:0� 10�3; (b) cpl ¼ 2:0� 10�3; (c)
cpl ¼ 4:0� 10�3 and (d) cpl ¼ 8:0� 10�3. Viewed from ð2�21Þ.

Fig. 10. Dislocation structures of ½�1414� silver single crystals after different numbers of cycles at a plastic strain amplitude of cpl ¼ 5:0� 10�4: (a) 3000
cycles; (b) 5000 cycles; (c) 10,000 cycles and (d) 20,000 cycles. Viewed from ð6�21Þ.
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sides of the walls. In addition, PSB ladders are the other
major dislocation structure in [0 1 1] silver single crystals.
Fig. 12d shows a classical PSB ladder structure, but in
which the rungs are not as regular as those in PSB ladders
in ½�239� silver single crystals, compared with Fig. 7d. In the
same way, Buque [20] found that a PSB ladder structure
with irregular rungs appeared in [0 1 1] nickel single crys-
tals. Although the dislocation structure was slightly differ-
ent, it did not affect the similarity between [0 1 1] and single
slip oriented single crystals, including copper, nickel and
silver.
4. Discussion

4.1. Effect of orientation on dislocation patterns of silver

single crystals

From the observations above it can be seen that there
are big differences in the dislocation patterns in silver single
crystals with different orientations. Thus, an interesting
question arises. Does the effect of orientation follow certain
laws? The results for silver single crystals are shown in
Fig. 13. Similar to copper and nickel single crystals (see



Fig. 11. Dislocation configurations of ½�233� silver single crystals: (a) vein at a plastic strain amplitude of cpl ¼ 1:35� 10�4 and (b) cell at a plastic strain
amplitude of cpl ¼ 8:1� 10�3. Viewed from ð33�1Þ.

Fig. 12. Dislocation patterns of [0 1 1] silver single crystals at different magnifications at a plastic strain amplitude of cpl ¼ 6:1� 10�4; (a and b) PSB wall
structure; (c and d) PSB ladder structure. Viewed from ð2�11Þ.
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Figs. 1b and 2b), the typical PSB ladder structure also
appears in single slip oriented silver single crystals. How-
ever, in ½�45 9� silver single crystals near the 001=�111 side
the typical dislocation structure is PSB walls. Such a wall
structure can also be regarded to some extent as a PSB lad-
der one. Looking at the bottom of the stereographic trian-
gle, in ½�1414� and ½�1818� silver single crystals close to the
001=011 side the typical dislocation configurations are
dominated by primary PSBs or an interaction between pri-
mary and secondary PSBs. On occasion, a labyrinth struc-
ture can also appear. In [0 1 1] multiple slip oriented silver
single crystals PSB ladders or walls are the major disloca-
tion patterns, analogous to those in single or conjugate
double slip oriented silver single crystals. Finally, in ½�233�
silver single crystals on the 011=�111 side a vein structure
is present. At higher strain amplitudes a cell-like structure
can also form, however, no matter how high the strain
amplitude, no classical PSB ladder structure was found.

The above laws are closely associated with the CSS
curves of silver single crystals. Combined with Fig. 5, it
can be seen that classical PSB ladder or PSB wall structures
always appear in region B of the CSS curve, which corre-
sponds to the occurrence of a plateau behavior. Formation
of labyrinth and cell structures occurs in region C. Only in
those silver single crystals with orientations near [0 0 1] or
½�11 1� such dislocation structures are formed more easily.

4.2. Effect of orientation on cyclic deformation of fcc single

crystals with medium SFE

Fig. 14a presents the principles of the effect of orienta-
tion on plateau behavior, as summarized by Li et al. [13].
It can be seen that in the interior of the stereographic trian-
gle single slip oriented copper single crystals show classical
plateau behavior [1]. Next, attention is turned to the three
vertexes. In [0 0 1] and ½�111� copper single crystals no pla-
teau region is apparent [12,38], however, in [0 1 1] copper
single crystals obvious plateau behavior can be found. On
the three sides of the stereographic triangle Li et al. [13]
found that the following rules apply. On the 001=�111 side



Fig. 13. Effect of the orientation on the dislocation patterns of silver single
crystals.
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[8], considering ½�112� as the center, an orientation transi-
tion to [0 0 1] and ½�11 1� results in a gradual change in the
CSS curves from an obvious plateau to no plateau. On
the 0 0 1/0 1 1 side [7], in transition from [0 1 1] to [0 0 1]
the CSS curves change from clear plateau to shorter pla-
teau to quasi-plateau to no plateau. On the 011=�111 side
[6], from the wide plateau of [0 1 1] copper single crystals
to no plateau for ½�111� copper single crystals, the quasi-
plateau behavior of co-planar double slip oriented copper
single crystals can be regarded as a transition.

Through the above analysis the effect of orientation on
plateau behavior has been elucidated. It is known that cop-
per, nickel and silver crystals exhibit many similarities in the
cyclic deformation behavior. The effect of orientation on
the dislocation configurations of fcc single crystals with
medium SFE are summarized in Fig. 14b. The CSS curves
and dislocation configurations of ½�1 12� and [0 1 1] single
crystals, whether copper, nickel or silver, are approximately
Fig. 14. Effect of orientation on the cyclic deformation of fcc single crystals: (a
and (b) general principles concerning the effect of the orientation.
the same for the whole stereographic triangle, thus the con-
nection line segment between the ½�112� and [0 1 1] orienta-
tions can be considered a symmetry axis and the [0 0 1]
and ½�111� orientations as extreme points. In this way the
whole stereographic triangle can be divided into three
regions: a central region, the [0 0 1] region and the ½�111�
region. The central region is composed of most single slip
orientations, a number of the conjugate double slip orienta-
tions and the [0 1 1] orientation. Their common characteris-
tics are the formation of plateaux and PSB adder or wall
structures. The [0 0 1] region is made up of orientations
around the [0 0 1] orientation, including itself. The common
features are no plateau and a labyrinth structure as their
final saturation dislocation configuration. The ½�1 11� region
is composed of orientations around the ½�11 1� orientation,
including itself. The common characteristics are no plateau
and a vein structure at low strain amplitudes with a cell or
wall structure at high strain amplitudes as the dislocation
patterns [39]. It can be said that the impact of orientation
on dislocation structure may follow the same principles,
however, this requires further research.

5. Conclusions

Copper, nickel and silver are three typical fcc metals. It is
worth systematically considering the cyclic deformation
behavior of their single crystals. Based on CSS curves and
dislocation configurations of typical single crystals with var-
ious orientations, the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. Differently oriented silver single crystals show two clear
plateaux in their CSS curves over the strain amplitude
range cpl ¼ 8:0� 10�5–7:0� 10�3. One is composed of
data for ½�1414� and ½�233� silver single crystals, while
the other consists of data from other orientation silver
single crystals. The two plateau stresses are 18–21 and
25–26 MPa, respectively.
) Effect of the orientation on the CSS curves of copper single crystals [13]
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2. Different dislocation configurations appear in differently
oriented silver single crystals. PSB ladders or walls
appear in ½�239�, [0 1 1] and ½�45 9� silver single crystals
in the saturation plateau region. A labyrinth structure
is formed in ½�1818� silver single crystals at high strain
amplitudes. Veins and cells are the main structures in
½�233� silver single crystals at low and high strain ampli-
tudes, respectively. Interaction between the primary and
secondary PSBs appears in ½�14 14� silver single crystal.

3. Combined with the results for copper and nickel single
crystals, the effects of orientation on the cyclic deforma-
tion behavior of the three typical single crystals is found
to follow general principles: the effect of orientation on
cyclic deformation and dislocation configurations can be
divided into three regions in the stereographic triangle,
including a central region, the [0 0 1] region and the
½�111� region.
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